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Foreword

“We are a technology for good company. Our
objective at Nebulai is to create a fair and trusted
technology solutions and Talent ecosystem. Our
decentralized marketplace allows technology
providers and Talent to sell and monetize their
solutions and skills through Smart Contracts.
Nebulai’s platform also enables talent from
universities, businesses, or disenfranchised
individuals to join the digital economy and play a
key role in its development.”
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1. Executive
Summary
For many years we have been accustomed to transacting goods and
services on traditional centralized marketplaces to reduce the risk of
transacting with unknown and untrusted sellers and facilitate financial
transactions through intermediation from a centralized party. Blockchain
technologies are enabling a new and better way of transacting and
conducting business.

Transacting online is a risky business, to
that effect, traditional marketplaces have
previously used different techniques and
methods to reduce risks, including
reputation systems, payment gateways,
identity verification systems, among
others. Nebulai proposes a new and
better way of transacting technology
solutions and Talent. This new way is via a
decentralized marketplace which allows
organizations to search, find, and procure
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Solutions and Talent needed to digitize
their business without having to incur the
risk of dealing with unknown parties or
unverified providers and/or Talent. The
marketplace we propose, de-risks
transactions by utilizing blockchain
technology, smart contracts,
decentralized identities, and a
decentralized reputation system that
allow for one to many or many to many
contract arrangements.

The Problem
Nowadays, the business to business (B2B)
buying journey isn’t easy, companies
looking to digitize their business are
having a hard time finding the right
technology provider for their business
challenge and losing a lot of time trying
to pick a provider that can work on their
project; making sure that the provider can
deliver on the project specifications on
time and budget; having to deal with
multiple contracts and high legal fees and
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complexity; paying high transaction fees
when transferring funds to their vendors,
and more often than not, creating
Intellectual Property (IP) that does not get
monetized.
On the technology provider side, not
getting paid on time; customers changing
the scope of the contract; inability to find
customers for their solutions; inability to
get funding to develop new intellectual
property; not having an ecosystem that
can enable collaboration with other
providers, and not having a platform that
allows them to monetize their IP.

Furthermore, investors that join our
ecosystem will be able to leverage
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) to provide
capital for organizations and technology
providers in exchange for revenue share
on the solutions and IP developed in the
DSTM.
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Any projects that involve the engagement
of talent are not necessarily fair all the
time for the knowledge worker, they may
not get hired at all due to bias; they may
not get paid on time, or at all for the
work they do, and they may not be able
to engage directly on projects with large
organizations without intermediaries in a
way that allows for fair trade of their
services.

Centralized vs De-Centralized
Marketplaces
What are the main differences between a
centralized and decentralized
marketplace?
A centralized marketplace:
•

Has single or multiple entities
involved in the operation of that
marketplace

•

Centrally mediates contract disputes
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•

Directly manages financial
transactions through an Escrow
service or third-party payment
gateway

•

May use a centralized custodian as
the owner of the reputation system
which allows buyers and sellers to
rely on the historic performance or
past transactions

In contrast, a decentralized marketplace:
•

Consists of multiple independent
operating nodes distributed across
a blockchain system

•

Automatically executes financial
transactions using cryptocurrencies,
stable coins, or digital fiat without
the need of a payment processor

•

Uses a combination of third-party
brokers and Smart Contracts to
facilitate the integrity of the
contract arrangement. This
combination also regulates the
legal relationship between the
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parties based on the terms and
conditions stipulated
•

Can have a transparent reputation
system as all transactions are
recorded in the blockchain,
removing the need to trust any
intermediating entity to manage
this process. All public transactions
are publicly verifiable as they are
stored in all the nodes participating
in this decentralized system. All
private transactions are validated by
invited nodes that are authorized,
vetted, and permissioned

How does the Nebulai Decentralized
Marketplace add any value to the existing
way of doing business?
First, because Smart Contracts remove
third-party custodians from the position
of influencing the contracting process.
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Second, the decentralized system allows
for the identification and acquisition of
“human capital skills”. Thus,
empowering the individuals participating
in the Talent ecosystem by removing
barriers to entry, contracting bias, and
democratizing the way Talent is
discovered and engaged.
This whitepaper explains how a
Decentralized Solutions & Talent
Marketplace (DSTM) disrupts the way
organizations discover, acquire, and build
business & technology solutions, and
engage Talent to expand their workforce.
All this is achieved, through a Collective
Intelligence ecosystem implemented as
an online decentralized marketplace
using Smart Contracts and Decentralized
Identities.
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“Businesses need a new
way of conducting
business & technology
solutions, and
engaging talent so that
transactions are more
autonomous,
trustworthy,
transparent, accurate,
and cost efficient.” –
Nebulai
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2. Why we need a
Decentralized Marketplace
Trust and integrity are important components of any relationship but are
difficult to achieve in a negotiation as parties are incentivized to maximize
their bargaining position to achieve their best possible outcome. While the
main purpose of a traditional marketplace is the centralization of the
acquisition process, an unintended result is a centralized intermediation.
Centralized marketplaces unsuccessfully attempt to level set the playing field
by providing buyers and sellers with additional information to bridge the
knowledge gap. This model has worked for a while. However, some
centralized marketplaces abuse their privileged position as a mediator to
advance their interests instead of fairly and unbiasedly facilitating
transactions.

A centralized marketplace has several disadvantages:

Security Risks
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Centralized marketplaces’ availability
and security have become an issue as
incidents have increased over the years

Price Allocation

including service disruptions and
cybersecurity breaches affecting major
brick and mortar retailers, online
websites, and e-commerce
marketplaces. For example, according to
Statista [1], in 2020, the number of data
breaches in the United States came in at
a total of 1001 cases, where 155.8 million
individuals were affected by data
exposures. This can be expected to
accelerate as more business increase
their online presence.
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Furthermore, a centralized marketplace
is not necessarily equitable in the way
the price of goods and services are
accessed and published. Buyers tend to
trust the marketplace to publish the best
offer available, but with the lack of
transparency that a centralized
marketplace is known to hold,
there is no way to validate the allocation
of prices, their attribution to certain
vendors, and the availability of certain
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offers.

models with little regard for what is best
for the buyer and seller. These very

Transaction Fees

same rules and guidelines are put in
place by the marketplace operator to

Finally, a centralized marketplace tends

maintain their position as the dominant

to have high transaction fees for both

force in the ecosystem to retain control

buyers and sellers which leads to a

of the value chain as a mediator, gain

centralization of economic gain for the

competitive advantage, and impose

custodian of the marketplace. A

unfair rules to the marketplace

decentralized marketplace may reduce

participants.

transaction costs as they can be
processed off-chain for a very minimal

Transparency

charge.
A common occurrence with a

Arbitrary Rules and Guidelines

centralized marketplace is the inability
to negotiate transparently. Buyers are

Centralized marketplaces are not fair by

often forced to purchase products or

design because they tend to favor the

services without the ability to customize

custodian's financial performance over

the offer to include additional

the interests of their marketplace

requirements or combine multiple

participants. This self-serving interest

offers into one unified solution. This

leads to challenges such as not knowing

lack of centralized flexibility to assemble

how the owner of the platform will use

multi-seller solutions is a major

transaction data to gain an advantage

limitation placed on customers needing

over the buyers and sellers. Moreover,

tailored solutions.

centralized marketplace custodians tend
to implement arbitrary rules and

Composite and Composable

guidelines that benefit their business

Solutions
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were previously available to the original
Centralized marketplaces do not allow

application(s).

for composite or composable solutions
since they only publish single offer

Our Decentralized Vision

products and services. In the case of
technology business-to-business

We, at Nebulai, are confident that

transactions, the emergence of

decentralized architectures can bring

composite architectures, which

massive advantages to the process of

orchestrate independently developed

transacting business & technology

applications, data, and devices to

solutions and Talent since our

deliver a new solution that none of the

decentralized marketplace solves the

previously available applications were

challenges noted above. Nebulai

able to deliver on their own [2]. They

proposes a decentralized marketplace

offer the promise of a best in breed

where organizations are afforded and

emergent solutions. These applications,

benefit from the increased control,

which could be further composed of

security, and transparency inherent in

one or more nested applications, may

such a marketplace which we believe

have divergent data models. As one

will lead to higher efficiencies and fairer

would expect, supported user

transactions.

interactions resulting from composite
applications are beyond those that
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3. Nebulai's Vision
for a Decentralized
Marketplace
Nebulai's mission is to bridge

Systems, Smart Contracts, and

the digital divide using

Decentralized Identities.

innovative technology solutions
to benefit humanity

Blockchain Systems
A blockchain system consists of a

Nebulai's Decentralized Solutions &
Talent Marketplace (DSTM) is more than
just a traditional marketplace. It is a
Collective Intelligence ecosystem of
technology-agnostic solutions,
composite architectures, and an
intellectual property monetization
platform. To achieve this vision, our
solution is based on a composable
architecture based on Blockchain

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace

network of nodes that support a
distributed and decentralized ledger that
groups cryptographically signed
transactions into blocks. Each time new
data is added in the ledger, data is
appended in the blockchain, and a new
cryptographic hash is created with a
pointer to a previous block of data after
validation and consensus among the
nodes in the blockchain. After validation,
new blocks are replicated across all
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nodes in the network and any conflicts

intermediary.

are resolved using the pre-defined rules
of the blockchain system.

Decentralized Identities

Smart Contracts

According to Microsoft [4],
“Decentralized Identity is a trust

According to Harvard [3], “Smart

framework in which identifiers, such as

Contracts are an automated contract

usernames, can be replaced with IDs

that can self-execute according to

that are self-owned, independent, and

specific instructions defined on its code

enable data exchange using blockchain

as per the agreement between the

and distributed ledger technology to

contracting parties”. Additionally, Smart

protect the privacy and secure

Contracts are Deterministic meaning that

transactions”. In effect, Decentralized

the stakeholder will always get the same

Identities will allow individuals or

output to any given input. They are

organizations to have control over when,

Terminable, meaning that they can be

where, how much, and with whom they

terminated based on any given time limit

share their personal information.

or parameter. And they are also Isolated,
meaning that they are kept isolated in a

Decentralized Reputation System

sandbox to protect them against any
interference that may occur from an
external source. In essence, Smart
Contracts (Social Smart Contracts) and
Hybrid Smart Contracts allow for the
frictionless, deterministic, immutable,
and automated execution of contracts
without the involvement of an

A Decentralized Reputation System
allows for the decentralization and
anonymization of the reputation reviews
of all transactions processed by the
DSTM. According to Decentralized
Reputation Whitepaper by Tassos
Dimitriou: “Reputation systems
constitute one of the few workable
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mechanisms for distributed applications

users to have more control over their

in which users can be made accountable

credentials and how much data is shared

for their actions. By collecting user

with other platform participants. Thus,

experiences in reputation profiles,

allowing for complete control of who is

participants are encouraged to interact

allowed to use the participant

more with well-behaving peers hence

information.

better online behavior is motivated.” [5]
This Decentralized Reputation System

Phase One of Nebulai's decentralized

uses pseudonyms for transacting with

marketplace is the establishment of an

other entities with a long-term secret key

ecosystem of technology solutions that

that is only known by the user and

transact via Smart Contracts and Hybrid

tokens are used to capture transactions

Smart Contracts. These allow

in the blockchain with a serialization

organizations the performance of four,

function to prevent against re-usability

(4) main actions:

of the reputation tokens.
-

Request for Proposals (RFPs): This
action addresses the flow for

Nebulai's Roadmap

organizations to submit a solution
Nebulai DSTM can be used to purchase,

request in the ecosystem to respond

sell, and build technology solutions and

with potential solutions or Talent.

engage Talent for organizations to
execute and advance their digital

-

Request for Quotation (RFQs): This

ambitions. Nebulai's decentralized

action allows organizations to submit

marketplace uses Smart Contracts to

a quotation request based on an

allow stakeholders to transact composite

already existing solution or Talent

solutions without the intervention of a

found in the ecosystem.

third-party entity. Decentralized
Identities are used to enable platform
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-

-

Request for Information (RFIs): This

components of new composite

action addresses the flow for

solutions. We call this revolutionary new

organizations to submit a solution or

model Humanity as a Service (HaaS)TM,

Talent information request for current

which is designed to protect individuals

business needs or Challenges that do

from contracting bias and exploitation

otherwise have a known solution or

or any unfair treatment and the

specific scope.

preservation of their integrity and

Decentralized Finance (DeFi): This

Talent while opening the door for

action addresses the flow of Investors

emerging students, professionals, and

joining the ecosystem to provide

disenfranchised individuals to join the

capital for solution acceleration and

new digital economy. This concept will

Talent projects and development.

be further explained in a second
whitepaper.

-

Request for Talent (RFTs): This action
addresses the flow of organizations
looking to engage Talent Assets to
introduce them to expand their
current workforce. A Talent Asset is
the abstraction of a human skillset
which can be in the form of a work
effort that can be tied to a project or
building a solution.

Phase Two introduces a Talent
component to the ecosystem, to allow

A better way to
do business-tobusiness
technology
transactions and
engage Talent

organizations to transact Talent to
execute discrete tasks, complete

We propose the following scenarios:

projects, or contribute to specific

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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1. Request for Proposal (RFP) Scenario:
A glass manufacturing company needs
to modernize its glass inventory and
asset tracking systems and its board of
directors decides to invest in a project
to integrate all their machinery with
smart sensors and IoT devices to
automate their operations. Once the
business outcome has been defined,
the glass manufacturer's stakeholders
decide to explore a solution to meet
their needs using Nebulai's DSTM. After
searching the marketplace for a
solution that could address their use
case requirements, the glass
manufacturer realizes that an “out of
the box” solution is not available and
decides to create an RFP on the DSTM
to expand the search to the
ecosystem's Solution Providers and
Talent that would allow the RFP
publisher to include their existing
Solution Providers and Talent. This
request is an intent to crowdsource a
solution to address the glass
manufacturer's business requirements.
Once the RFP is published in the
system, all Solution Providers and

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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Talent can respond to the RFP with
their proposed solution(s). Then, the
“RFP publisher” or “publisher”
receives a notification with all submitted
responses and prepares to review,
select, and negotiate with a shortlist of
providers. After the negotiation with
the providers has been completed, the
system creates a Smart Contract with
the solution engagement milestone
details, RFP publisher requirements,
timelines, guarantees, and provider
and/or publisher investment
requirements (if necessary). The next
step is for both, the publisher and
solution provider or Talent, to submit
their Escrow deposits (if agreed upon)
so that the solution delivery can
commence. At each Smart Contract
milestone, the organization tracks and
verifies solution delivery and the Smart
Contract authorizes Escrow distributions
as appropriate. As the final milestone is
reached, the publisher consents to
release the final payment to the
solution provider(s) or Talent. The
Smart Contract then releases the final
lock on the solution provider's payment

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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entitlement from Escrow, as well as any
other Smart Contract stakeholder
entitlements or incentives. If a party
contests the solution delivery, they can
generate a dispute so that a Federator
or marketplace arbitrator can review
the transaction execution according to
the agreed-upon terms and determine
the validity of the dispute and resolve
payment. The above does not address
other potential scenarios which may
include the solution provider requesting
to obtain a working capital loan from a
marketplace Investor(s) or the ability for
the publisher to turn a Capital
Expenditure (CapEx) project into an
Operating Expenditure (OpEx)
investment through a loan from a
marketplace Investor(s), both of which
are facilitated through a Decentralized
Finance (DeFi) use case. In any event,
throughout the RFP process, the Smart
Contract maintains process integrity
allowing for contingent options, as
necessary.
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2. Request for Quotation (RFQ)
Scenario: An enterprise retailer is
looking for a data analytics solution to
improve how they make business
decisions concerning the allocation of
their products. This company decides to
use Nebulai's DSTM to identify potential
solutions that fit their business
requirements and finds a solution that
closely matches their use case. The
retailer quickly moves to purchase the
solution at the listed price and terms.
Should the publisher require more
specific pricing and terms or any other
modifications, they can submit a
vendor-specific RFP. Once the RFQ
publisher and the solution provider(s)
agree on solution specifics terms, a
Smart Contract is created based on
milestone details, solution
requirements, times, and any additional
participating parties (Investors, Talent,
or secondary Solution Providers). At
any milestone, the organization can
track and verify the solution delivery
progress. Solution delivery and
payment are executed following the
process as described in the RFP

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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scenario above. The Smart Contract

transacted, including a reward is

maintains process integrity and allows

encouraged as an incentive for Solution

for contingent options.

Providers and Talent. Assuming the
institution does not filter or limit

3. Request for Information (RFI)

available recipients. Platform participant

Scenario: A for-profit Financial Services

filter tags are available. The RFI request

Institution that makes high-volume

gets routed to all ecosystem Solution

loans around the world needs an

Providers and Talent allowing any

integrated three-part multi-menu

recipient to submit their solution

solution to automate their international

proposals. This process is like

organization intake, credit check, and

crowdsourcing a solution or solving a

collection & disbursement notification

business challenge through the

process. This institution decides to use

Collective Intelligence of the ecosystem.

Nebulai's DSTM to expand its search for
potential solutions so that it can

After the institution reviews the solution

crowdsource information. The

proposals collected, qualifies, selects,

institution publishes an RFI including

and chooses one or multiple responses

their business specifications

as a winning solution the winner is

broadcasting a reward for a winning

notified by the marketplace. Then, the

solution response. The publisher uses

Smart Contract Escrow funds can be

the DSTM to create the RFI Smart

released to the chosen winner. The

Contract. The system generates an

winner can then collect the reward from

Escrow account to hold the reward and

the Escrow Account provided in the

the institution deposits the reward to

notification. And as with the previous

the RFI Escrow Account. Once the

scenarios, throughout the process, the

reward is placed into Escrow, The RFI

Smart Contract maintains process

Smart Contract is created. While an RFI

integrity allowing for contingent

Smart Contract without a reward can be

options, as necessary.
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4. Request for Talent (RFT) Scenario: A

gets created with those specifications.

Wireless Telecommunication Company,

Finally, the Talent Assets proceed to

(Telco) needs to find and add 60 hours

deliver the expected services and the

of senior-level python development

publisher gets to verify the quality of

work to an existing project. The telco's

the work and releases payment lock so

Procurement Department manager logs

that the Talent can receive payment

into the Nebulai DSTM and searches for

from Escrow.

Talent with matching expertise. Upon
searching, the system returns a list of

5. Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

potentially available Talent Assets

Scenario: This scenario allows all

matching the specified skills,

participants to invest, request capital

experience, certification, etc.

investments in payments, solutions, or
Talent. Investors have the option to

•

DSTM never exposes the Talent(s)’

select the best investment option based

identities which are protected by the

on their specified criteria and all

Decentralized Identity System. This is

participants must deposit funds as

how Nebulai will remove bias from

collateral in Escrow. According to the

the existing unfair hiring and

Imperial College of London, DeFi 2.0 [6]

engagement process that many

“DeFi amounts to a breakthrough

professionals around the world

technological advance, offering a new

experience. Our system allows for a

financial architecture that is non-

transparent and unbiased

custodial, permissionless, openly

engagement of new Talent.

auditable, (pseudo)anonymous, and
with potentially new capital

Once the Talent Assets are selected by

efficiencies.”

the publisher, all parties must agree on
terms and conditions for the

DeFi enabled actions:

engagement. Then, the Smart Contract
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•

Payments: Allows for capital that is
needed to provide funding to turn
the upfront investment of a project
into a set of discrete programmed
payments across an agreed-upon
timeframe. In exchange, the Investor
makes money on the interest of the
loan.

•

Solutions: Allows for capital that is
needed to provide funding for the
development of a new solution in
the form of research &
development. In exchange, the
Investor makes money on the
interest of the loan and the
monetization of the solution.

1.

Talent: Allows for capital that is

needed to provide funding to fund
training and education of Talent or
provide cash flow so that Talent can
execute on a time-material solution. In
exchange, the Investor makes money
on the interest of the loan and the
monetization of the Talent (if agreed
upon).

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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4. How Does Nebulai's
Decentralized
Marketplace Work?
Our Decentralized Marketplace

Revolution [7]. The digitization of

enables organizations, Solution

business processes allows organizations

Providers, and Talent to commerce in

to interconnect their siloed operations

an ecosystem that is made more

into a data fabric that can use artificial

agile, scalable, and robust through

intelligence and machine learning to
augment the ability of business leaders

DeFi.

to make better decisions and improve
the way that products and services are

A new kind of marketplace that facilitates

designed and tailored for their customer

business-to-business (B2B) transactions will

needs. All this while improving the way

emerge out of the coming

4th

Industrial

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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through advanced human-machine interfaces

paradigm shift in the way organizations

improving the overall customer experience.

commerce with each other. To make this

Furthermore, future organizations will augment

giant leap a reality, Nebulai has an

their Talent digital tools to make work more

architecture that allows organizations to

efficient; decentralized teams working through

find technology solutions and Talent

a single collaboration fabric; and the

while making transacting more secure,

convergence of human and cybernetic

free from bias and intermediaries.

capabilities.

Be the Disruptor
This resulting connected economy, where
almost every aspect of human business
interaction is digitized calls for a giant step
forward. Or as Neil Armstrong said, “…one

A disruptive idea or technology is at first
ignored by incumbents. Later, the
disruption is recognized as a threat, and

giant leap for mankind!”. We need a

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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incumbents are faced with three, (3) choices:

publish and search for RFPs, RFQs, RFIs,
and RFT (Request for Talent). Solution

1. Accelerating their innovation efforts to
remain relevant.
2. Attempt to discredit or kill the disruption
and maintain the status quo.
3. Adopt, absorb, or acquire the disruption.

Providers can publish and build solutions
and finance projects or create new
intellectual property through DeFi and
Smart Contracts, respectively. Talent can
be abstracted as objects and be found
and engaged by organizations and

If either of the first two, (2) choices above work,
the disrupter is not a true disrupter. The third
choice seldom serves the incumbents long term
as they will seek to maintain their positions
while becoming irrelevant in their industry and

Solution Providers. Investors provide
capital to organizations, Solution
Providers, and Talent to finance projects
and monetize solutions and intellectual
property.

allowing for the disruptor to gain market share
and prevalence.

2.

Publish Solutions/Talent —This

module allows Solution Providers to

The Architecture

publish their solutions in the marketplace
so that organizations can identify,

The Nebulai DSTM is massively disruptive, and

bargain, and purchase. Talent registers

we are committed to its realization.

and digitizes their skills as objects so that
these can be published and found by

1.

Nebulai Marketplace (Front End)— The

organizations and Solution Providers to

Nebulai front end enables organizations to

Nebulai Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace
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work on projects and build new solutions.

engages in developing completely new
intellectual property.

3.

Search Solutions/Talent— This module

allows the organization to search solutions in

6.

the marketplace so that they can identify,

allows for capturing and storing existing

bargain, and purchase from the Solution

and former experience of organizations

Providers. Talent can be found by organizations

and solutions providers as they use the

or Solution Providers so that they can be

platform to publish, build and purchase

engaged to work on projects and build new

solutions; and engage Talent. Reputation

solutions.

can also be imported from external and

Reputation System—This module

verified sources. The reputation system
4.

Bid Solutions/Talent—This module allows

employs a decentralized architecture to

an organization to publish RFPs, RFQs, and RFIs

make sure it provides the best possible

to bid solutions. Organizations and Solution

source of information to prevent the

Providers can publish RFTs to engage Talent to

drawbacks of a centralized reputation

work on projects and build new solutions.

system. According to a whitepaper from
the University of Ecole Polytechnique and

5.

Build/Challenge Solutions—This module

University of Lyon [8] “Reputation

allows solutions providers to create

systems are crucial for distributed

combinatorial solutions that meet the

applications in which users must be made

organization's requirements. Organizations can

accountable for their actions, such as e-

also publish RFIs or Challenges where they can

commerce websites. However, existing

provide a reward for any solution provider that

systems often disclose the identity of the
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raters, which might deter honest users from

8.

submitting reviews out of fear of retaliation

allows for the execution of credible

from the ratees. While many privacy-preserving

transactions without an intermediator. The

reputation systems have been proposed, we

Smart Contract creates a self-executable

observe that none of them is simultaneously

(automated and programable) that can be

truly decentralized, trustless, and suitable for

made to be a legally binding agreement

real-world usage in, for example, e-commerce

(using digital certificates) among

applications.”

organizations, providers, and Talent as

Smart Contract— This module

they interact in our platform. [9] Smart
7.

Decentralized Marketplace Engine—This

Contracts created by the DSTM can be

module allows the integration between the

made public or private depending on the

front-end inputs to the backend. Our

requirements of the publishing

blockchain backend leverages both public and

organization.

private blockchains. This backend connects the
users of the platform to the blockchain-enabled

9.

modules and acts as an Oracle. An Oracle is a

allows organizations, Solution Providers,

trusted system that provides a blockchain with

Talent, and Investors to deposit funds that

information from the physical world. Oracles

may be needed to execute transactions in

can be software, hardware, inbound, outbound,

the marketplace. The Escrow Account is

and consensus in nature. Our Oracle or

used to ensure the availability of funds

Federation system consumes information

and safeguard payment to qualifying

needed in the blockchain to allow Smart

parties involved in a transaction.

Escrow Account— This module

Contracts to execute.
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“Escrow Account: A third-party trusted

“Oracles can be used to provide

mediator is introduced who will hold the

external data to smart contracts. An

payment from the Buyer until the Seller delivers

oracle is an interface that delivers

the Product.” [10]

data from external data outside the
blockchain to a smart contract to

10.

Federation System— This module allows

consume. Oracle can deliver different

for the orchestration of composite solutions

types of data depending on the

and the settlement of disputes which may be

industry and requirements.” [11]

initiated by organizations, Solution Providers,
Talent, and Investors.

11.

Investment System— This module

allows for the injection of capital that may
a Orchestration of Composite Solutions:

be necessary for the Solution Providers or

This allows the engagement and

Talent to participate in RFPs, RFIs, RFQs,

integration among contracting entities for

and RFTs and allows for organizations to

the development of a new solution.

create new solutions or turn Capital

b Dispute Settlement: This allows for
trusted, equitable, and legal dispute
resolution through the Federation
Ecosystem (Arbitration) which engages the
Oracle engine to validate data from the
outside world.
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Expenditures (CapEx) into Operating

stakeholders in a transaction. And

Expenditures (OpEx).

orchestrates with the reputation system to
capture transaction reviews. Finally, it

12.

Nebulai Smart Contract System

orchestrates with the Investment system

(Decentralized Back End)— This module

to allow Investors to provide funding to

orchestrates the Smart Contract module for the

organizations and Solution Providers.

fair and transparent agreement among
organizations, Solution Providers, Talent, and
Investors. It also orchestrates with the Escrow
module to release payments to all qualifying
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5. Governance
Framework and Economic
Incentives
Governance is critical for any system to be successful. Our framework
outlines how Nebulai will implement the decision rights, accountability, and
incentives needed to allow this ecosystem to operate and scale.

For this ecosystem to work, we need a set

The Governance Roadmap

of governance rules and economic
incentives that promote the usage of the

As explained in section 4: How does the

Decentralized Solutions & Talent

Nebulai's Marketplace Work? Initially, our

Marketplace (DSTM). In other words, all

architecture is composed of a centralized

participants in this ecosystem need to

front end a decentralized backend on a

benefit while being protected by the

decentralized infrastructure. This is to allow

governance coded into the system.

for agile initial deployment. As the

Governance is needed to protect the

ecosystem expands, Nebulai will seek

system against unauthorized or illegal use

decentralization of the platform to strive

of the platform.

for all members to have control and
increase the transparency of the platform.
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•

for roles.

In creating our Governance Framework, we
considered the following six dimensions,

Incentives: Motivations and funding

•

Memberships: Addition,

below, as explained in the “Defining

compensation, and roles of

Blockchain Governance: A Framework for

members.

Analysis and Comparison Whitepaper”:

•

Communications: Tools,
coordination, and information

•

sharing amongst stakeholders.

Formation and Context: Purpose,
launch style, and ideology.

•

Roles: Responsibilities and

•

Decision Making: How decisions are
made, monitored, and agreed upon.

accountability of the various
members.

The following governance dimensions are
taken into consideration:

1. Roles

2. Incentives
Nebulai's DSTM incentives are the
following:

Nebulai's DSTM roles are the following:
•
•

Node operators are rewarded for

DSTM – Publisher, Solution

the successful execution of a Smart

Provider, Talent, Investor,

Contract.

Federator/Oracle, and Smart
Contract Writers

•

Publishers are incentivized to use
the DSTM for the acceleration of

•

Blockchain Network– Nebulai,

solution development, lowering

Nodes Operators (Public, Private,

contract value through fair

and Hybrid)

competition, crowdsourcing ideas,
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and de-risking of procurement

event(s) and information related to a

garnered through the use of Smart

Smart Contract execution.

Contracts.
•
•

Smart Contract Writers are

Solution Providers are provided an

rewarded for writing/coding the

additional commercialization

Smart Contracts.

channel and can access resources
and capital that are not otherwise

3. Memberships

easily available, additionally,
Solution Providers can negotiate
payment distribution upon

Nebulai's DSTM memberships are the
following:

achievement of Smart Contracts
milestone(s).

•

•

integrate with multiple blockchains

Talent is provided a medium that

and reach interoperability while

extends talent’s reach to

having transaction cost efficiency.

consumers of talent services and
Talent is assured payment via the
use of Smart Contracts.

•

•

on rules and guidelines specified by
the community utilizing the nodes.

Contracts in the form of interest,

other revenue share schemes from

•

Federators/Oracles are rewarded for
verification and or validation of
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Publishers, Solution Providers, and
Talent can freely join the DSTM by

solution development.

•

Nodes can join the private side of
the blockchain architecture based

Investors are rewarded by Smart

Intellectual Property, (Royalties), or

The DSTM architectural vision is to

creating an account.

•

Investor, Federator/Oracle, and
Smart Contract Writers can join only
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after being validated and if denied

email, and chat.

by the system they would have to be
approved by the DSTM Governance

•

Team.

Communication channels amongst
the various infrastructure nodes and
the DSTM include, but are not
necessarily limited to marketplace

4. Communications

infrastructure blog pages, email,
chat, audio bridge, and video calls.

Nebulai's DSTM is designed to be the
communications nexus for its members,
shielding and exposing member identities

•

Communication of the DSTM

as appropriate and facilitating

functions can be public or private

communication amongst project

according to the Publisher's

stakeholders as appropriate and permitted

requirements (distribution and

by the relevant Smart Contract.

visibility of the solution request are

Communication with and amongst

filterable by the Publisher) allowing

infrastructure entities, (Nodes) is expected

entities to limit communication and

to be primarily between the DSTM and the

potential leakage of information.

individual nodes, however, code forks and

Communication channels related to

changes may from time to time necessitate

the DSTM functions are delivered

coordination amongst the various entities

through the DSTM messaging

providing infrastructure services to the

systems.

marketplace:
•
•

DSTM communication channels

Communication channels between

include, but are not necessarily

individual nodes and the DSTM

limited to Smart Contract, project

include, but are not necessarily

blogs, email, chat, audio bridges,

limited to two way blog pages,

and video calls.
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granted non-transferable

5. Decision Making

governance tokens with a "1 token, 1
vote" for decision-making purposes.

We address the decision-making process

These governance tokens will form

focusing primarily on decisions related to

the basis of voting that will be used

the Nebulai DSTM’s infrastructure. While

for matters such as processes, code,

it is important to provide the marketplace

and release changes.

roles a franchise to marketplace decisions
making mechanisms, Publishers, by their
role “set the table” as to how an

•

At this time, Nebulai is considering
using the Ethereum blockchain

individual project should unfold. How and

consensus mechanism. Research on

to what extent do ecosystem participants

the best blockchains and consensus

make “non-project” related decisions is

mechanism is iterative and will

a topic for the future as marketplace

continue to improve along with the

participants, (roles) will initially only be able

network and seek to integrate with

to make suggestions. As the platform and

other blockchains for

the ecosystem matures the roles will be

interoperability.

granted decision voting rights in a scheme
designed to give individual participants
additional and cumulative voting weight as

6. Formation and Context

a reward for platform use.
•

Nebulai's purpose is to help

Infrastructure participants shall be granted

Humanity by creating an integrity

a franchise to the decision-making process

Smart Contract ecosystem by which

through voting mechanisms where a

the individual/Talent can exercise

simple majority is a winning decision:

fair trade of their services, solutions,
and or IP via Smart Contracts.

•

In addition to rewards and gas fees
to be paid, application nodes will be
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•

Nebulai's Decentralized Solutions &
Talent Marketplace (DSTM) is more
than just a traditional marketplace. It
is a collective intelligence ecosystem
of technology-agnostic solutions,
composite architectures, and an
intellectual property monetization
platform.

•

We are a technology for good
company. Our objective at Nebulai
is to create fair and trusted
technology solutions and a Talent
ecosystem. Our decentralized
marketplace allows technology
providers and Talent to sell and
monetize their solutions and skills
through Smart Contracts. Nebulai's
platform also enables new talent
from universities, businesses, or
disenfranchised individuals to join
the digital economy and play a key
role in its development.

Our purpose is to empower humanity!
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6. Benefits of Nebulai's
Decentralized
Marketplace
We are a new type of marketplace, one

a. Secure: Transactions are more

that focuses on simplification of solution

secure in the marketplace

delivery and the preservation and integrity

because they are not easily

of Talent engagement. Through this

manipulated by a central

Decentralized Solutions & Talent

custodian. Transaction

Marketplace (DSTM) businesses can get

anonymity and privacy reduce

additional benefits compared to

potential incentives for

traditional systems which included less

malicious actors to attack.

risk, better compliance, increased agility,

Additionally, identity and access

financial efficiency, and accelerated digital

privileges allow everyone in the

transformation.

network to know which
participants verify transactions

The DSTM's benefits include:

thus gaining consensus among
vetted nodes while keeping the

Less Risk:

information visible only among
the participating parties. Finally,
cryptographic algorithms are
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used to encrypt transactions in

system.

the blockchain. [12]
d. Less Intermediation: Blockchains
b. Confidence System: A

can minimize intermediaries

confidence system relies on its

since the system is distributed

distributed and decentralized

among the nodes participating.

nature plus the mathematical

This reduces the potential for a

guarantees and economic,

single entity to impose

success-based, or game-

additional fees and arbitrary

theoretical incentives to increase

rules or regulations.

confidence. This makes it
possible to have an ecosystem

Better Compliance:

where all parties do not need to
rely on a centralized custodian
to have trust in the system. [13]

e. Immutable: Blockchain systems
are append-only systems so you
can only add data, but you

c. Decentralized & Distributed:

cannot alter the data unless

Business continuity is increased

there is consensus from the

due to the distributed nature of

blockchain. This allows anyone

the system. Additionally,

with access to audit all

information security is

transactions and changes to the

strengthened due to the

ledger.

cryptographically hashed
information which prevents the

f. Traceable: Every entry in the

tampering of data. These two

blockchain is appended so that

benefits would not be possible

the full history can be traced

on a traditional centralized

back to the genesis of the
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blockchain.

allows organizations to tap into
a new Talent to accelerate their

g. Verifiable: All transactions in the

time to market and execute

blockchain are broadcasted to

discrete tasks for an atomic and

all the participating nodes so

dynamic allocation of Talent

that they can verify the current

Assets across their projects.[14]

and past transactions.
k. Ability to Develop Disruptive
Solutions: Through a collective-

Increased Agility:

minds collaborative effort
Solution Providers and

h. Faster Settlement: Smart

i.

Contracts allow participating

organizations can build new

parties to get paid instantly as

disruptive solutions which would

per agreed-upon terms in the

not have otherwise been

contract by removing

possible. This allows for

intermediaries and automatically

crowdsourcing and

allowing the withdrawing parties

crowdfunding composite and

access to their funds.

combinatorial solutions.

Borderless Transactions: Where

Financial Efficiency:

allowed by law, the system
permits payments across

l.

Reduced Transaction Cost: By

borders without the need for

combining public and private

payment gateway

blockchains, our Decentralized

intermediation.

Solutions & Talent Marketplace
can make transactions cheaper

j.

Access to New Talent: The

than traditional intermediated

decentralized marketplace
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transactions. Furthermore, the

Solution Providers and Talent

costs associated with transacting

can be monetized through the

with Smart Contracts more than

marketplace for additional

offsets the investment by the

revenue streams to all

benefits noted.

participants while maintaining
the integrity of the stakeholder's

m. New Investment Funnels:

intellectual property.

Increases the opportunities and
means for smaller and less

Industry Use Cases

financially powerful entities to
participate in projects that

1. Government

would be too capital expensive
to undertake. Furthermore,

The DSTM can be used by Governments

investments can be used to

to allow for fair and transparent

fund research and development

tendering of technology solutions and

for the generation of new

Talent while permitting for privacy and

composite and combinatorial

efficient contracting. [16]

solutions. According to an
article by CoinDesk, the DeFi

2. Education

market capitalization is over
$100B as of April 2021. [15] This

The DSTM can be used by Education

capital is expected to increase

institutions to connect students with an

over time.

ecosystem that would allow them to gain
critical skills and experience building

n. New Monetization

emerging technology solutions while

Opportunities: New solutions

validating their participation and getting

created through the

paid for their contributions.

combinatorial engagement of
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members of the ecosystem to accelerate
3. Private Enterprise

technology solution development,
finance digital transformation projects,

The DSTM can be used by Private

monetize intellectual property, and

Enterprises to procure technology

monetize and accelerate the

solutions and Talent in a secure

development of new skills.

blockchain ecosystem that is less risky,
more compliant, agile, and financially

Closing

efficient.
Nebulai's marketplace accelerates the
4. Talent

adoption of the Web 3.0 vision of the
future which includes the convergence of

The DSTM can be used by the individual

physical and digital experiences through

to join an ecosystem that allows them to

the unification of interaction,

monetize their human skills and talent

computation, and information. Our

while protecting them against bias and

ecosystem combines digital solutions and

corporate abuse.

Talent to accelerate the Digital
Transformation efforts of organizations

5. Investment

looking to reach that reality.

The DSTM can be used by Investors to
contribute capital that is used by
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Terminology:
•

Challenge: It is the action of submitting a problem that needs to be solved by the
participants in the ecosystem. This can also be referenced as a Request for Information
(RFI).

•

Collective Intelligence: This is a shared group that is created from the collaboration and
collective efforts of many individuals.

•

Escrow or Escrow Account: A financial agreement whereby the smart contract controls
payments amongst smart contract participants and only releases the funds as per smart
contract d contract's terms are met.

•

Federator: One or many entities which validate disputes generated by publishers in the
DSTM. They can also curate solutions or Talent.

•

Talent: Any Talent that is capable of fulfilling the requirements of the publisher. That
which is provided within a physical plain, and which combines with time, objects, and
knowledge, to deliver an object, information, concept, force, result colloquially known as
work or Talent.

•

Investor: One or many entities which provide liquidity or capital for a solution or Talent.

•

Publisher: Any entity that announces a requirement in need of a solution and or delivery
of a solution to a problem and extends an offer or reward for a statement of work.
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•

Reputation System: A decentralized reputation system on a smart contract offers a
standardized way of accessing reputation data that has been accumulated on the
blockchain in a decentralized manner where verifications can be verified and
anonymized.

•

Social Smart Contracts: A Smart Social Contract (SSC) uses smart contracts to allow
social contract arrangements.

•

Solution Provider: Any entity that can fulfill the requirements of the publisher.

•

Oracle: That (organic or 3rd party) service that provides the smart contract with
information from the outside world. It is the layer that queries, verifies, and
authenticates external data sources, usually via trusted APIs, and then relays that
information.
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Takeaways
1.

Centralized marketplaces are constructs of the past. Traditional marketplaces have
several issues such as security risks, price allocation, transaction fees, arbitrary rules and
guidelines, transparency, composite and composable solutions.

2. Blockchain technologies are permitting the emerging of a new type of marketplace
which is decentralized in nature.
3. Nebulai's Decentralized Solutions and Talent Marketplaces leverages Smart
Contracts/Smart Social Contracts and Decentralized Identities to permit for several use
cases including: RFPs, RFQs, RFTs, and DeFi.

4. The 4th Industrial Revolution is accelerating the adoption of this integrated ecosystem
where organizations can contract Solutions and engage Talent to accelerate solution
development and intellectual property monetization.
5. Decentralized Solutions & Talent Marketplace (DSTM) can help businesses can get
additional benefits compared to traditional systems which included less risk, better
compliance, increased agility, financial efficiency, and accelerated digital transformation.
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